Lady Baden Powell
Escape Room
Challenge
Created by Elisha Hardwick
Kingston, Ontario
elishahardwick@hotmail.com

Welcome to the Escape Room Challenge about Lady Baden Powell. This was
created as a way for girls to learn about Our World Chief Guide in a fun
interactive way.
These activities can be done individually or in patrols. Each girl/patrol needs
a copy of the fill in answer sheet.
Task 1 cut apart and mix up the timeline cards ahead of time. It works best if
you have enough sets of instructions and sets of cards for each group.

Task 2 Cut apart the Name that Speaker and name that Speaker Quote cards
and mix up the order. . It works best if you have enough sets of instructions
and sets of cards for each group. Cut apart one copy of the Words of Wisdom
Cards and place in various locations around the room for the girls to seek out
and find the answers.
Task 3 Cut apart the picture of Lady BP’s Standard (one set per group). This
task will require a person who is not part of the game to read the True and
False questions to the participants (ie a Leader). If you are running this as a
challenge to see which team can make it to the end first….use the True/False
cards at the back of this booklet. For the cards…each participant/group
receives one of each. They will hold up the answer they believe is correct
after it has been read. This allows each group to answer the trivia at the
same time. If a group arrives after other groups have already begun
answering questions they can join in. This task is completed then the group
has earned all 6 cards and found their hidden word..
Task 4: Blankout each person should have their own copy of this as they will
write directly on this sheet.
Once an individual /group has completed the challenge you can confirm your
answers using the attached answer sheets.
Hope you enjoy this activity. If you have any questions please contact me
Elisha Hardwick elishahardwick@Hotmail.com

Task #1:

Timeline Challenge

1. To complete this task, you must find twelve timeline challenge cards.
2. Put them in order by date in which they happened.
3. Once they are in order enter the letters into the answer box on your sheet.

D.

TIMELINE CHALLENGE

1910 Girl Guides Began.

Example:

(In this example, D would be
one of the letters in the key.)

Name that Speaker

Task #2:

To reveal the key for this task, you’ll need to correctly identify who was the quote was said by.
1. Match the six Name that Speaker Cards with the Name that Speaker Quote Cards. You
can find the answers on the Words of Wisdom cards that are hidden around the area.
2. On your answer sheet, write the underlined name in the box matching the number on the
card
.
Start from the left for each character, with one letter per box. Some names will have unused
boxes.

3. The shaded letters spell out a mystery word. This is the key.

Example:
S

A

M

P

S

O

N

(In this example, A would be one of the
letters in the key.)

Task #3:

Putting the Pieces
Together

1. To complete this task, you must answer true and false questions on the information you
have learnt about Lady Baden Powell.
2. For every correct answer you will earn a piece of the puzzle. When you have all 6 pieces
put them in the correct order.
3. Once they are in order enter the letters into the answer box on your sheet.

Blankout!

Task #4:

Your goal is to reveal a keyword using certain words from the Letter from the World Chief
Guide
1. Solve the blankouts by figuring out which vowels are missing.
2. Write each underlined word in the correct corresponding box on the Answer Sheet.
3. The shaded letters spell out a mystery word. This is the key.

Example:
S

A

M

P

S

O

N

(In this example, A would be one of the
letters in the key.)

C.

TIMELINE CHALLENGE

Robert Stephenson Smyth Baden Powell
was born on February 22, 1857 in London,
England.

A.

TIMELINE CHALLENGE

T.

TIMELINE CHALLENGE

Olave never attended school but had a governess. She
loved the outdoors, rowing, riding, cycling, tennis and
swimming as well as playing the violin. She did not like
book learning and in 1901 at age of 12 her formal
education ended.

It was January 1912 when Olave at age 23 travelled with
her father on
a winter holiday. On the way to Jamaica on board the
“Arcadian” she met and fell in love with Robert Baden
Powell.

R.

TIMELINE CHALLENGE

Robert and Olave moved to Sussex and had
3 children: Peter in 1913, Heather in 1915,
Betty in 1917.

O.

TIMELINE CHALLENGE

By 1938 Olave and Robert had a new home in
Kenya. It was called “Paxtu” which in Swahili
means “complete”

S.

TIMELINE CHALLENGE

1946 with the war over Olave was able to travel again.
During her lifetime she made many sea voyages, 648
flights, and visited many countries; including 15 to
Canada.

TIMELINE CHALLENGE
H.
Olave St. Clair Soames, was born on
February 22, 1889 in Chesterfield,
Derbyshire, England.

R.

TIMELINE CHALLENGE

Robert Baden Powell runs the first Boy Scout Camp at
Brownsea, England on
Aug 1-8, 1907

E.

TIMELINE CHALLENGE

October 30,1912 Robert Baden Powell and Olave St
Clair Soames were married in a
small wedding in Dorset, England.

H.

TIMELINE CHALLENGE

In 1918 Olave became the World Chief Guide. 2 years
later she helped form an international council which
eventually became the World Association of Girl
Guides and Girl Scouts.

U.

TIMELINE CHALLENGE

January 8, 1941, Robert Baden Powell died, he was
nearly 84, and Olave was only 51. Lord BP was buried
at Nyeri, Kenya.

E.

TIMELINE CHALLENGE

On June 25, 1977 at the age of 88 Olave
Baden Powell died. Her ashes were buried in
B-P’s grave in Kenya.

Name that Speaker
Agnes Baden Powell

Name that Speaker
Robert Baden Powell

Name that Speaker
Betty Clay

Cut apart and place on the
table for Task #2

Name that Speaker
Olave Baden Powell

Name that Speaker
Henrietta Smyth Baden-Powell

Name that Speaker
The Zulus

3. Name that Speaker Quotes

2. Name that Speaker Quotes

Look wide, and even when you think you
are looking wide - look wider still.

Doing a ‘good turn’ may seem a trivial thing to us
grown-ups, but a good turn done as a child will
grow into service for the community when she
grows up."

6. Name that Speaker Quotes

1. Name that Speaker Quotes

Named Robert B-P “M'hala Panzi”, the
man who lies down to shoot, or the man
who makes his plans
carefully before taking aim

Girls need to be trained “to act in
emergencies”

4. Name that Speaker Quotes
“I have been wondering what to give you
as a birthday present but I think I’ve got
one now that will please you…and that
is a daughter-in-law for you.

Cut apart and place on the
table for Task #2

5.

Name that Speaker Quotes

“My fate was sealed”

Words of Wisdom
Look wide, and even when you think you
are looking wide - look wider still.
Robert Baden Powell

Words of Wisdom
Doing a ‘good turn’ may seem a trivial thing to
us grown-ups, but a good turn done as a child
will grow into service for the community when
she grows up.
Olave Baden Powell

Words of Wisdom
While in South Africa, the Zulus named
Robert B-P “M'hala Panzi”, the man who
lies down to shoot, or the man who
makes his plans
carefully before taking aim.

Words of Wisdom
Written by Robert B-P to his mother
Henrietta. “I have been wondering what
to give you as a birthday present but I think
I’ve got one now that will please you…and
that is a daughter-in-law for you.

Place these around the
area for the youth to find
to complete Task 2: Name
that Speaker.

Words of Wisdom
In 1908 Agnes Baden Powell,
Robert’s Sister felt that girls needed
to be trained “to act in emergencies”
and started a “Girls’ Emergency
Corps.

Words of Wisdom
. In 1936 at age 18, Betty was the daughter of
Robert and Olave was travelling home from
Africa on a ship by herself. While onboard
she met a man on a ship who shared her
birthday..At that moment she knew her fate was
sealed

True or False Questions:
(Read the following questions to the youth…for ever correct answer they will receive one
piece of the standard…when they have received all 6 that will put it together and continue on
to Task 4.
1. Olave Baden Powell was born Olave St. Clair Soames in February 22, 1889. (True)
2.

Olave never went to school but rather was taught by a governess until the age of 12 when she stopped
all formal education. (True)

3. Robert and Olave met when Olave was on a winter holiday to Africa with her father . (False they were
travelling to Jamaica).
4. Lord and Lady B-P had 3 children named Peter, Heather and Betty. (True)
5. The name of their home in Kenya was called “Paxtu” which in Swahili means “complete” (True)
6. The first scout camp was in 1927 on Brownsea Island. (false it was 1907)
7. Robert and Olave are buried together in Nyeri, Kenya. (True)
8. October 30,1912 Robert Baden Powell and Olave St Clair Soames were married in Ottawa Ontario.
(False. It was Dorset England)
9. During her lifetime Olave made many sea voyages, 648 flights, and visited many countries; including
15 to Canada. (True)
10. Lord and Lady BP shared the same birthday, however there was 32 years difference between them.
(True)
11. Robert Baden Powells mother’s name was Juliette. (False. It was Henrietta)
12. Robert and Olave’s daughter Betty married a man she met on a ship who happened to have the same
birthday as her. (True)
13. While in South Africa, the Zulus named Robert B-P “M'hala Panzi”, the man who lies down to shoot, or
the man who makes his plans carefully before taking aim. (True)
14. Olave earned the gold Silver Fish award in 1918. She is one of only 2 people to ever receive this award
the other being Robert’s sister Agnes. (False. The second award was earned by Lady B-P’s daughter
Betty),
15. Lady B-P’s standard was designed and made by Rachel Kay Shuttleworth. It took 3 years to complete.
(True)

True

False

True

False

True

False

True

False

World Chief Standard
In 1922, some of the County Commissioners of England felt that their Chief Guide of England
should have her own standard and decided to make one for her. A standard is a flag that is
made up of various symbols that represent the person for which it is made. The standard was
designed by Rachel Kay Shuttleworth and took 3 years to complete. The English
Commissioners were joined by their Overseas counterparts, who helped cut and embroider
each emblem. When all was completed, it was assembled on a silk, swallow-tailed burgee.
The measurements of the finished Standard are:
•Width at hoist end – 27″
•The Fly is tapered from the top end down to a width of 15″
•The length along the lower edge is 106″
•The Fly is double round at the end, the division at the end of the Fly being 2 1/2″
Each part of the design has its own meaning:
1. The golden trefoil on azure represents the three-part Guide Promise
2. The blue sea has silver waves that stretch the entire length of the burgee and there are
silver dolphins in that sea to show that it is sea-water. The three red ships with white sails
are carrying the Guide programme to all parts of the world. In the midst of the Sea is the
Gold Silver Fish Award presented to Lady Baden-Powell by the Commissioners of England
in 1918. There is only 2 of its kind ever presented…one to Olave and one to her daughter
Betty.
3. Two red bands carry the motto BE PREPARED and the Powell family motto in Welsh “AR
NYD YM PWYLL PYD YW”. (Where there is a Powell there is safety.)
4. Between these bands are white tents on a green ground representing the outdoor part of
the Guide programme.
5. In the Fly are the British crown and the crest of the Powell family. The name Baden has
always been a Christian name. It became hyphenated with the family name of Powell in
the case of the Founder, Lord Baden-Powell’s branch of the family, by his mother to honour
her husband’s name Professor Baden Powell. This was enacted by Deed Poll, September
21, 1869.
6. In 1930 when Olave, The Lady Baden-Powell was acclaimed the World Chief Guide, two
hemispheres were added to the burgess. These hemispheres are 2″ down from the top
edge and 2 1/2″ from the right of the trefoil (looking at the front or obverse side). There is
1 1/2″ between the hemispheres and the first dolphin. The latitude and longitude lines are
embroidered with silver threads and the outside of the hemisphere is a thicker silver
thread. The original embroidery of the countries having been done with very, very tiny
French knots

W

A

G

G

G

S

From our World Chief Guide

D _ AR GU _ D _ S, SCOUTS, CUBS AND BROWN _ _ S AND ALL TH _ _ R L _ AD _ RS
AND FR _ _ NDS:
_ SHALL HAV _ L _ FT TH _ S WORLD WH _ N YOU R _ C _ _ V _ TH _ S M _ SSAG _ ,
WH _ CH _ L _ AV _ TO _ XPR _ SS MY THANKS FOR ALL TH _ (1) K _ NDN _ SS
AND TH _ AFF _ CT _ ON SHOWN TO M _ , AND TO SAY HOW GR _ ATLY _
R _ JO _ C _ D OV _ R TH _ WAY _ N WH _ CH YOU HAV _ ALL CARR _ _ D OUT
YOUR SHAR _ _ N TH _ WORK OF TH _ MOV _ M _ NT THAT MY B _ LOV _ D
HUSBAND _ NV _ NT _ D FOR TH _ (3) ADVANC _ M _ NT OF BOYS AND G _ RLS OF
ALL COUNTR _ _ S, Y _ ARS AGO.
_ HAV _ F _ RM B _ L _ _ F _ N ALM _ GHTY GOD AND _ N TH _ L _ F _ _ N
TH _ WORLD TO COM _ , WH _ N H _ AND _ W _ LL B _ R _ UN _ T _ D, AND
TOG _ TH _ R W _ SHALL WATCH OV _ R YOU WHO HAV _ B _ _ N _ NROLL _ D
AS M _ MB _ RS OF TH _ S WORLD FAM _ LY, AND GO ON (4) CAR _ NG FOR YOUR
PROGR _ SS AND YOUR W _ LL-B _ _ NG.
_ TRUST THAT YOU W _ LL CONT _ NU _ FULLY TO US _ TH _ SYST _ M OF WORK
AND PLAY THAT OUR (5) MOV _ M _ NT PROV _ D _ S, (6) K _ _ P _ NG UP TH _ FUN
AND FR _ _ NDSH _ PS MAD _ AT YOUR M _ _ T _ NGS AND CAMPS, AB _ D _ NG BY
TH _ PROM _ S _ AND UPHOLD _ NG TH _ LAWS THAT YOU UND _ RTOOK TO L _ V _
BY WH _ N YOU JO _ N _ D UP.
_ N THAT WAY YOU W _ LL NOT ONLY ADVANC _ YOURS _ LF _ N BODY, M _ ND
AND SP _ R _ T, BUT YOU W _ LL (8) AFF _ CT THOS _ AROUND YOU, _ N DO _ NG
WHAT _ S HONOURABL _ AND R _ GHT AND W _ S _ , AND _ N G _ V _ NG OUT
K _ NDN _ SS OF THOUGHT AND ACT _ ON, THUS STR _ V _ NG (2)AGA _ NST ALL
ILLS AND H _ LP _ NG TO MAK _ TH _ WORLD A HAPP _ _ R AND B _ TT _ R PLAC _
_ N WH _ CH TO L _ V _ .
_ TRUST YOU W _ LL B _ SUCC _ SSFUL _ N ALL YOUR TASKS, AND MAY GOD
B _ W _ TH YOU _ N TH _ COM _ NG (7) Y _ ARS.

Answer Sheet
TASK 1: Timeline Challenge
Name of the boarding school Lord B-P went to.

TASK 2: Name that Speaker
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The shaded letters will reveal an
Code Word:
important word in the text.

Lady B-P’s maiden name.

TASK 3: Putting the Pieces Together

TASK 4: Blankout!

What Olave helped to begin
forming in 1920.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

The shaded letters will reveal the
final answer.

On the Ashanti Expedition Lord B-P was
nicknamed this. Which means the
man with a big hat:

Correct Answer Sheet
TASK 1: Timeline Challenge

C H A R T E R H O U S E

TASK 2: Name that Speaker
1.

A G N E S

2.

3.

B A D E N

4.

5.

O L A V E
S M Y T H

6.

B E T T Y

Z U L U S

The shaded letters will reveal an
Code Word:
important word in the text.

TASK 3: Putting the Pieces Together

S

O

W A

A

M

E

G

G

G

S

S

When the puzzle is complete it will
spell a word enter it here.

TASK 4: Blankout!
1.

K I

2.

A G A

3.

A D V A N C E M E N T

4.

C A R I

5.

M O V E M E N T

6.

7.

Y E A R S

8.

N D N E S S

The shaded letters will reveal the
final answer.

K

A

T

I

N S T
N G

K E E P I
A F
A

N

N G

F E C T
K

Y

E

On the Ashanti Expedition Lord B-P was
nicknamed this. Which means the
man with a big hat:

Dear Guides, Scouts, Cubs and Brownies and all their leaders and friends,
I shall have left this world when you receive this message, which I leave to
express my thanks for all the kindnesses and the affection shown to me, and
to say how greatly I have rejoiced over the way in which you have carried out
your share in the work of the Movement that my beloved husband invented,
for the advancement of boys and girls of all countries years ago.
I have firm belief in Almighty God and in the life in the world to come, when
he and I will be reunited, and together we shall watch over you who have
been enrolled as members of this world family, and go on caring for your
progress and your well being.
I trust that you will continue fully to use the system of work and play that
our Movement provides, keeping up the fun and the friendships made at
your meetings and in camps, abiding by the Promise and upholding the Laws
that you undertook to live by when you joined up.
In that way you will not only advance yourself in body, mind and spirit, but
you will affect those around you, in doing what is honourable and right and
wise, and in giving out kindness of thought and action, thus striving against
all ills and helping to make the world a happier and a better place in which to
live.
I trust you will be successful in all your tasks, and may God be with you all in
the coming years.

